“Only a Mother”
2019 Ugly Kitten Contest

In honor of the first Ugly Kitty Contest that was originally held by CryptoKitties411, the next
CryptoKitties Community Event will be a new Ugly Kitty Contest!

Rules

1. To be eligible, your ugly CryptoKitty must be born during a breeding window, starting on
Saturday, June 1st, 2019 at 12:01 AM PDT and ending at the end of June 5th at 11:59 PM PDT.
1. To enter, Tweet (@cryptokitties), post on Discord in #contests-events, OR e-mail
(byzantinekitty@gmail.com) the following information:
A. The ID Number of the Kitty you would like to enter
B. Your Twitter username, Discord handle, and/or e-mail (this will be the way we contact
you)
C. Your Kitty’s answer to any one of the interview questions (listed below)
D. Any optional art or media that your Kitty would like to submit

2. Each player can only enter one Kitty for this contest. If a player enters multiple times, we
reserve the right to disqualify any or all of those entries.

3. Judges may enter for fun but are not eligible to win any prizes. If a judge’s Kitty would win a
prize, the prize is passed down to the next ranking Kitty.

4. Once an ugly Kitty is entered for this contest, it needs to remain in that wallet until the end of
this contest. If a Kitty moves to a different wallet after it is submitted, we reserve the right to
disqualify it.

5. There will be a slight bonus to Kitties that you breed yourself. Please see the Judging
section for more details.

Prizes

The first place prize for the Ugliest Kitty, is a Sparkles Special Edition cat.
2nd and 3rd place prizes will be a Swag Pack or T-shirt. These winners will be contacted and
can submit their address information to Derpy.

Judging

There will be a panel of Judges, including:
-
-
-
-

Byzantinist
Derpy

(Ralf)
0xfa1c0 (Alan)
Plus at least one special surprise guest judge

Judges are not eligible to win any prizes for this contest. If a judge enters a Kitty for fun, that
judge will not score their own Kitty. The averaged scores will be based on the ratings of the
other judges. The list of entered Kitties will be made public on a Google Sheet so that players
can confirm that their entry was successfully received.
Each judge will independently score each kitten a 1-10 score (1 being the worst score, 10 being
the best score) for physical appearance and a 1-10 score for personality. The judging will be
done on a public Google Sheet before being finalized in the winner announcement.
Physical appearance includes the image of the cat. It may also include obscured traits (like a tail
hidden by tinybox or drift). In the case of anomaly cats, Fancy cats, Exclusive cats, and Special
Edition cats, we may also consider what the cat would normally look like based on its genes (the
Kitty under the hood, so to speak).
Personality includes the Kitty’s response to the interview question, the Kitty’s bio, and any
optional art or media the Kitty submits.
The scores of all the judges will be averaged to calculate the Kitty’s Final Physical Appearance
Score (1-10).

The scores of all the judges will be averaged to calculate the Kitty’s Final Personality Score
(1-10).
1 bonus point will be earned if you bred the Kitty yourself (keep the Kitty in the wallet it was bred
in).
Total Score = Final Physical Appearance Score + Final Personality Score + any Bonus points
In the unlikely event of a tie, the panel of judges will confer and make a decision based on
consensus.

Interview Questions (select one)

1. What does beauty and ugliness mean to you? Which are you and why?
2. If you could change one thing about yourself, what would it be?
3. Describe your purrfect mate.
4. If you win, how would you better the Kittyverse for your fellow cats?
5. (Design your own interview question and answer it).

